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Open Text Content Server SDK
A powerful development environment and API with integrated
Web Services support

The Open Text Content Sever Software Development Kit (SDK) is a powerful set of tools used to extend and enhance
features in Open Text Content Server. Designed to create scalable enterprise solutions, the SDK enables rapid
development and deployment of customizations to Content Server and to integrations between Content Server and other
enterprise applications. The SDK is comprised of three primary pieces: the development environment; the application
programming interface (API); and Content Server’s integrated Web Services.
You use the object-oriented development environment to customize or extend Content Server’s functionality. The
development environment provides a run-time environment for creating, testing, and debugging new and modified
features.
You use the application programming interface to write programs that interact with data in the Content Server database
and to develop applications that access the Content Server repository, enhance Java® applets, or integrate Content
Server with external applications.
Content Server’s platform-independent Web Services are designed to simplify development in Microsoft .NET and J2EE
environments, providing a subset of the SDK's API functionality and an application framework server.

Leverage existing IT investments
Use the SDK to integrate Content Server with existing third-party applications and databases.

Improve productivity and environment efficiency
Build valuable business applications based on the comprehensive capabilities of Content Server—define new object
types, add new functions to existing object types, modify the user interface, add navigation tools, and more.

Manage enterprise-wide content efficiently
Enterprise JavaBeans support provides you with powerful change control on the server-side.

Invest development time wisely
The SDK’s modular architecture ensures that your custom applications will function with future versions of Content
Server.
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Achieve a new level of interoperability
Integrated Web Services bring the dynamic interoperability provided by XML, .NET and J2EE to your Content Server
applications, converging business processes, integration, and enterprise portals with your familiar development tools
and technologies.

Support Java development
Increasingly becoming the most extensively used language for enterprise application development, Java is now
supported by Content Server’s development environment. Developers can begin writing customer applications in
Java, or continue to use OScript based on project requirements. Java support provides developers with increased
flexibility and standards support, enabling organizations to more cost- and time-effectively build custom applications.

Features
• The Content Server SDK API includes the following features:
• Access and manipulate various Content Server components using API classes and libraries, including

document management objects, user and group objects, workflow objects, and search functionality.
• Support of industry standard languages— the API comes in the form of Java classes, C++ libraries, Visual

Basic modules, and .NET private assemblies.
• Import and export nodes to and from local XML files.
• Execute LiveReports from custom applications.
• Provide support for sending a Workflow Task for review to a user or group, delegating a Workflow Task to a

user or group, and allowing a group member to accept the delegated Workflow Task.
• Manipulate objects stored within the repository’s Undelete Workspace.
• Support for SSL encryption when integrated with Open Text Secure Connect, through HTTPS tunneling.
• Assign a custom .GIF to a folder.

• Integrated Web Services exposes a subset of the functionality found in the Content Server SDK API, so you can:
• Create applications and components that manipulate Content Server data in a distributed environment.
• Support Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) over the Internet or a network.
• Access and manipulate a subset of the Content Server components accessible by the SDK API, including

document management objects, search, and users, groups, and domains.
• Expose Content Server custom Category/Attribute metadata using XML Schema.

• The Content Server SDK integrated development environment includes:
• An object browser
• An integrated debugger

• Sample Address Book and Workflow Customization source code.
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